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Abstract

This paper presents a new structure for adaptive unified e-Learning using a specific object repository structure toward collaborating effort between universities, educational establishment or corporate companies. The need for adaptability in the current e-learning systems has been outlined in many different researches, due to the negative effect of “one-size-fits-all” approach in the development of educational courseware. Different systems have been introduced as prototypes towards providing adaptability in a smaller scope of two or three courses, and no definite solution or a framework has been provided for “Adaptive Unified E-learning Repositories”. The objectives of the presented approach is to provide adaptability in unified e-learning environments, where more than one university and multiple faculties can participate in adding and updating learning objects such as documents, audio/video files, etc. The system structure will give the student the privilege of accessing a dedicated learning space where he can view and interact with the course materials that have been adapted to suit his preferred choice of learning style based on different adaptable approaches.

1. Introduction

The advances in information and communication technologies have provided many services towards educational technologies, especially through the availability of networks and internet technologies. Such technologies have enabled the diversity of pedagogical approaches towards students and learners and it affected the educational process through enhancing the processes, styles and creating new opportunities for sharing and delivering knowledge [1].

The availability of different vendors for software productions with a huge sum of services and resources, thus it was towards educational environments, have also helped many universities towards adopting such applications within their curricula, by which they were able of managing the learning processes, students and distributing course materials by using dedicated learning management systems (LMS) and learning content management systems (LCMS)[2].

However, different software packages have also been used for creating and manipulating learning objects that varied from simple desktop applications (Such as Office applications) to more sophisticated packages that deals with multimedia and interactive learning objects [3]. All the previous mentioned packages, applications and the resulting learning objects, have enriched the educational pedagogy believed that this new educational technology has provided the optimal services for students, instructors and educational institutions, which proved to be false in many cases [4,5,6].

However, as a natural extension to the needs towards categorizing and classifying learning objects for better utilization, sharing and reuse, the learning object repositories were the answer for such demands. Many applications provided the ability for sharing resources among different educational institutions using different techniques and methodologies, ranging from simple structure such as the case of “LionShare” to more advanced approach such as “LonCAPA”. The availability of such applications has solved many problems, especially for educational institutions that are lacking the expertise or fund for creating learning objects. It also enabled many educational institutions to provide better means for enhancing the move towards creating and reusing quality learning objects, which helped many instructors lacking the knowledge and expertise for creating such learning objects to be in direct use of the available pool of such educational resources [7].

Even though many educational technologies and services have been provided to enhance the educational pedagogy, but to the contrary of the expected, a fall in the participants and subscribers towards these educational technologies was recorded in many different studies among students and instructors [4,5,6]. The previous studies have also identified the reason for such drop, and it was the presence of “one-size-fits-all” towards providing the educational courseware for students in all the previous educational technologies. Thus a demand was raised for shifting the focus towards supporting learner needs and flexibility rather than providing new technological services under the previous effect of “one-size-fits-all” [6,7]. Many adaptive e-learning applications where created towards satisfying students needs and learning style using different approaches, but their focus and intent was not towards unified learning object repositories,
rather it was more to be considered as a prototype towards providing an initial solution to such problem on a small scale covering one or two taught subjects [9]. The need for considering students adaptive needs towards learning resources according to their learning demand is a current need and a must have solution in current and new applications and services [8].

The following sections will draw a clear image of the current repository approaches used and the associated problem of “one-size-fits-all” with such systems. Next, this paper will discuss the distinct solution towards enabling a structure towards providing adaptive learning object resources in unified e-learning repositories.

2. Unified e-learning repository

Unified E-learning Repository (UER) is web-based database application software that is used for simplifying the tasks of sharing learning contents and resources between different universities through providing a unified solution and access point. Such systems are capable of providing management information regarding contents and users; in addition they provide instructors and course authors with ability to reuse learning contents and to assemble those learning contents into courses [10]. Different initiatives have been implemented to support the idea of unifying e-learning repositories among different organizations and educational institutions, and each initiation has different approach to provide such services [11].

The idea of UER is to provide an environment to simplify the task of sharing different learning resources. The illustration in Fig. 4 shows that UER provides a repository system that can be accessed by a web portal in order to use or update the learning contents in that repository system. The process of adding or updating the learning contents is approved by administrators by granting each user with the needed privileges. Instructors and media authors are granted privileges of using, reusing and updating the repository with learning contents. On the other hand students are granted privileges to view and interact with the course materials and activities that are provided for them through the system. Each UER has a different approach and activities regarding learning materials and resources. Some UER systems provide users with privileges to copy the course or learning materials into their own LMS or LCMS, while other UES restrict the use of their resources to their own learning network [12]. Instructors are mainly provided with different synchronous and asynchronous tools and activities through which they can contact their peers and share different ideas and discuss different problem. Students are assigned to the system by their instructors or by the administrators of the system as different UER have different approaches regarding the sign up and access process and policies. Students are generally provided with different tools through the systems, through which they can interact with their instructors and peers.

3. UER Approaches

Different approaches have been initiated to support the idea of UER. The first approach is called the Centralized-LCMS Approach. In the simple Centralized-LCMS Approach, a centralized LCMS is used to provide the sharing courses as readymade packages that can be used by instructors. Such approach can be performed using any available LCMS such as (Moodle, ATutor, Blackboard, WebCT, …etc), and a centralized access point will be made available for the participating university through that system [7]. The second approach is called the Networked Approach. The idea of The networked approach is different in focus as it is based on learning objects level rather than readymade courses, so that each instructor can use the learning objects and structure them into their courses [13]. An example to a system that is using the networked approach is called LON-CAPA which stands for Learning Object Network with CAPA [14]. The LONCAPA system provides unified e-learning through a dedicated network, and in order for any university to use the system they should structure their servers to be a part of the learning network with special demands for servers’ types and software platforms. LIONSHARE is another UES-oriented platform that uses the network method for sharing resources between learners [15]. This program offers the same functionalities as “KAZZA” [16], “BearShare” (http://www.bearshare.com/), “LimWire” [17], and “Gnutella” [18], but it differs in that it requires user authentication before using the system or sharing resources, and in addition the
program is dedicated for educational environment. LIONSHARE allows file sharing through creating virtual directories into which users can upload files and push them to a remote peer-server. It also enables management of files on those remote servers as they are on the user’s local system; moreover, it enables creating access control lists to restrict sharing to a defined group of users to protect users’ copyrights. Another program that fit to the same categories of networked UES is “Edutella” [19]. This program was used for exchanging resources between German universities, and it has also been used by Swedish universities and Stanford University.

“SPLASH” [20], is another system that is used as distributed learning objects repository / metadata tagging tool. The system was developed as a part of the “Portal for Online Objects in Learning” (POOL) project, which is a consortium of several educational private and public sector organizations to develop an infrastructure for learning object repositories [28].

4. One size does not fit

All of the previously mentioned systems are capable of storing and distributing learning objects for users to enable them of effective sharing of learning contents. Most of the current systems have satisfied instructors’ needs for constructing the needed courses along with the needed learning objects and contents. Students as receivers of the provided courses and learning materials have been ignored through not supporting their learning demands and diversity of learning styles. This problem was noticed in most of the systems discussed previously and it was dubbed the “one size fits all” approach [4]. This approach has resulted in a drop in the rate of satisfaction for the current e-learning systems and repositories. This problem began with the presence of LMS/ LCMS, as supporting students’ needs and learning styles was not considered. Different research studies have produced different solutions based on criteria associated with students’ profiles and performance [5]. Such solutions where found to be expensive and hard to implement in the current LCMS, LMS and UER. This problem still exists within the currently used systems and no definite solutions have been provided [2]. Different approaches, including this research, are trying to figure out a definite solution [4,5,6]. Fig. 2 is showing a typical example of the one-size-fits-all problem. As displayed by Fig.2, we can see that the instructor have added a set of different resources to the course he/she is teaching. The resources have been selected and added by the instructor, and these learning resources cannot be change in any mean by students. The students can select or reject or add additional resources to the course structure. Also students are not allowed to add or change any resources into their learning space. So whatever the instructor is serving into his course, the student have to take without being able of choosing different resources from the repositories using different adaptable approaches. The current existence for the courseware material with instructors being the only providers and controller for course structure and resources is what is known by one-size-fits-all problem, which is hindering the adoption percent of e-learning among learners.

5. Adaptability concerns

Different research studies are investigating varieties of methods towards applying adaptability towards students learning styles. These studies are confirming that providing adaptive e-learning would bring better e-learning as facilitated by the pedagogical model provided by each adaptation methodology [22]. Several research studies have been implemented towards providing adaptive educational hypermedia systems such as ACCT [23], AHA! [24], WINDS [25] and OntoAIMS [8], plus many more different studies that was initiated towards adaptability. The common aim of those studies were to find a solution against the one-size-fits-all problem, and to compensate knowledge deficits, and minimize learner fatigue and discomfort with the subject being taught, thus providing an easier introduction to the topic in hand [23], [24]. Each of the previous approaches has its own theories, methodologies and applications that support the idea of adaptability by defining a unique structure for the provision of such services.

A key difference between the current e-learning solutions and the adaptive e-learning approach is the latter’s capacity to allow the production or reuse of different learning objects from which the learner can
select those that are relevant to his learning necessities with respect to different criteria’s [26]. Adaptability in most of the cases is based on the following criteria’s:

- **Student initial knowledge.**
- **Knowledge objectives.**
- **Preferred learning method based on (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) Style.**

The following approach to the solution of providing adaptability will show the ability of the new Structure implementation towards incorporating the different approaches within one flexible structure towards unified e-learning repository.

6. A new adaptive structure

The idea of the system structure consists of different models that provide a new design for the implementation of Adaptive E-learning Repository (AER). For simplicity, the design will be introduced in five simple structures which will later be assembled to form one final structure.

6.1. Repository structure “The Data Domain Model”

The repository structure, that represents the “Data Domain Model”, will be responsible for storing the learning objects into a specific designed structure. The structure that will be used by our repository is called the “Book-Structure”. It will contain different categories that represent the departments and the courses with respect to each specialization. For example, the IT department will have different courses that are being taught by this department, and each course will consist of different chapters, also each chapter will be constructed of different topics while each topic will have different types of learning objects such as (text, Audio, Video,…etc) that satisfy the topic being taught.

The repositories department and course layout structure can be defined and supervised by a consortium or committee which will consist of sub-committees that define and regulate course layout structure. The following figure shows an illustrated design for the repository data domain model.

6.2. Objectives domain Model

Constructing the objectives domain model will be another responsibility associated with the “Course Committee”, as they are the experts formed by different universities teaching the same course. Each course taught has different objectives that can be listed and associated with course topics in the previous course structure. Making such association will enable the objectives domain model to connect with the topics and learning objects in the course structure. Thus the system will hold two different structures that will be used towards providing adaptability based on students’ knowledge objectives approach that will be discussed later in this paper. The following figure shows the structure of the objectives domain model and the way it is associated with the data domain model.
6.3. Assessment domain Model

The Assessment domain structure will be based on the Data Domain Model as the assessment will be associated with each topic introduced within the course structure. Also the assessments files are treated as different type of learning objects. Instructors using the system will be able to add whatever kind of assessment files and quizzes they have and in different file formats, also and assessment engine will give the ability of creating and constructing quizzes to be associated with each topic in the course structure. Such capability of creating quizzes and assessment modules are available within many different systems such as (Moodle, ATutor,WebCT…etc), also such features come with the capability of setting parameters for pass and fail in the assessment session.

6.4. Instructors domain Model

Instructors in the adaptive repository system will have two different responsibilities:

a) They are responsible for uploading different learning objects to the repository data domain model with respect to the structure of the course being formed by the course committee, and those learning objects include learning topics and assessment learning objects.

b) They will be responsible for creating sub-structures (e-courses) from the main course structure that fits the subjects’ requirements for the course being taught according to university’s curriculum, or according to the objectives of the course being taught.

The process of adding learning objects to the data domain model will be straight forward, as the instructors will have privileges to add such contents with respect to each topic in the repository structure as it is shown in the following figure.

The process of adding learning objects will be through a dedicated web page, through which the instructor can add a special data about the learning objects or as it is called “Meta-Data”. Using “Meta-Data” with learning objects will enable the repository to use advanced methodologies for searching and displaying learning objects, through incorporating resource data framework (RDF) technology. The scope of this research will not use RDF for learning objects retrieval, but having such flexibility in the repository design, can ensure its maintainability and flexibility for further enhancement on the system.

The process of creating e-courses from the main data domain model will be through performing different easy steps:

a. Identify the department
b. Locate the course
c. Select the needed chapters from the main data repository model, which are required by the course syllabus
d. Select the needed topics from the course with respect to the chapters being selected and the needed course objectives
6.5. Student domain Model

Students will log to their learning space, and before using the system, they will be required to perform an assessment towards adaptability. Also, they need to specify some constraints towards displaying and selecting learning objects such as (maximum file size, maximum number of learning objects retrieved and rank of the learning objects quality). Assessments can be performed using different methods, the system will provide the ability for students to choose any preferred assessment towards adaptability they choose based on the adaptable approaches mentioned previously. The result of the assessment for each approach will be displayed by having the instructor’s e-course structure provided with the learning objects that are based on students adaptability results and learning objects constraints specified by the assessment process. Regarding the files chosen by the instructor they will also be displayed in different colour if they do not fit the assessment results, and they will be kept within the student’s course structure for future review by student if he chooses to do so.

6.6. Adaptive assessment engine

To provide adaptability for students learning styles, an assessment process should be present in the structure before the student can interact with the e-course or learning objects. As mentioned previously, student-learning-style assessments are done using different methods; this section will provide the adaptability approach discussion with respect for the previous approaches mentioned.

6.5.1. Student initial knowledge.

This method will start by the student selecting the course, then specifying instructor, next he will have a random test generated from the assessment engine that will display different quizzes and questions that the student has to answer. Upon the successful completion of the assessments, an electronic course will be generated into students learning space; this course will have similar structure of instructor’s e-course with exception of highlighting the links for the learning objects that are within the current student knowledge and with respect to the constraints added towards maximum learning objects number, size and quality. By having the e-course displayed in such manner, student can use the highlights to guide his learning process, as he will be able to choose the learning objects that satisfies his need based on his initial knowledge in the course he is approaching, thus it will minimize the time and fatigue dealing with the course objects and structure.

6.5.2. Knowledge objectives.

By choosing this method, the student will be presented by a list of courses based on the department he chooses. Next, he will be presented by the course objectives list created by the course committee, and he will be able of choosing what knowledge objectives he desires based on a random selection. Next he has to choose the instructor and the course taught, afterwards the assessment engine will produce the students e-course based on three possible scenarios.

- **Scenario 1**: The student have selected less course objectives than the once offered by instructors e-course, in this case the instructors e-course structure will be listed as is while highlighting the links that satisfy the objectives in different colour, to indicate the adaptability towards students selected objectives.
- **Scenario 2**: The student has selected the same course objectives as the once specified by the instructor’s e-course structure; in this case the same course structure will be displayed with no change.
- **Scenario 3**: The student has selected more objectives than the once offered by the instructors e-course, in this case the main course structure formulated by the committee will be choosed with respect to the objectives selected by the student and the number and quality of resources will be controlled by the constraints selected by the student towards learning objects. Moreover, the assessment engine will make intersection between the selected students e-course based on objectives and the instructor’s e-course structure. The result of the intersection will be the final
students e-course displayed with highlights on the common structure between the student’s and instructor’s structure. Such highlights will guide the student towards the learning process based on his adaptable preferences.

6.5.3. Preferred learning method based on (Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic) Style

If the student chooses this method of adaptability assessment, he will be introduced by a set of predefined questions from the assessment engine, which will define the appropriate learning style of the students. The results will be based on numeric percentages for each learning style and thus a percent can be driven for showing the learning objects with respect to the percent value of the assessment. After the student finishes his assessment and specifies the constraints regarding learning objects selection, he will browse the system to locate the needed instructor, and by selecting his instructor, a list of courses taught by the instructor will be displayed. By selecting the appropriate course, a copy of instructor’s e-course will be displayed on his learning space. This copy will be an exact copy of the e-course structure plus additional links towards learning object based on his learning style and constraints defined in the assessment. Students can interact with those learning objects, and they will be able of ranking each learning object displayed in the course. Thus ensuring after a time that a quality of resources will be displayed in the repository, which will ease the process of selecting learning objects in the future based on their ranking values too.

For example, if “Student-Z” had his VAK learning assessment results and the following values had been displayed and recorded for him after the assessment, those values can be used for selecting learning objects based on the percentage and difference between the acquired percents in the assessment results for each topic in the course structure.

Table 1. The VAK result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Style</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>50 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinaesthetic</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next he should select his instructor, so for example he selected “Instructor-X”, he will see that his instructor is teaching (Java course). When the student selects this course, a copy of Java course structure will be sent to his learning space, this structure will be an exact copy of the Java e-course structure regarding chapters, and topics, plus an additional added links for new learning objects based on the percent displayed in table1 and the added constraints mentioned previously. Based on the displayed values, the student will have a maximum of four additional resources of different type with respect to VAK percent results and the available learning objects in the repository, and these resources will be added for each topic in the students e-course structure and they will be highlighted to guide the students learning process based on his adaptability selection and demand.

7. The complete structure

Using adaptive unified e-learning repository structure with the benefits and flexibility provided will enhance learning standards and outcomes, by overcoming the obstacles of one-size-fits-all problem and lack of flexibility, which is currently preventing e-learning technology adoption. This will be achieved by adding proper e-content, flexibility, interoperability, and reusability including different adaptability approaches.

The following benefits are expected from the use of the adaptive unified e-learning system:

- Different universities can use this system directly before having their own e-learning system.
- Learners will be presented with the same chance of having different learning objects regardless of the university they attend.
- Learning objects will be afforded in different adaptive manner.
- Instructors will have a better medium for sharing their learning objects among each other. The system will be of benefit to users with disabilities since it will provide adaptive learning to suit a learner’s needs as well as a unified learning structure with different learning resources.
- The student will have his own learning space, which he can control and manipulate in many ways by modifying the learning content and learning objectives.

The system can be used for providing another means of adaptive e-learning, since the structure can be modified to incorporate other adaptive methodologies.
8. Conclusion

The need for adaptability within the current learning object repository systems should be considered, if the obstacles that prevent a comprehensive adoption of e-learning are to be overridden. By providing adaptive e-learning to suit a variety of student learning demands and styles, the repository structure proposed here can go a long way in alleviating the burden each university has to bear in terms of effort and finance. With minor changes, the system can be modified to support other innovative adaptability approaches in addition to the previous discussed methods. The system structure can also offer a new adaptable approach such as having a merge approach between more than one adaptable selection. This feature is precisely one of the major strengths of system structure by the flexibility it shows towards incorporating different approaches, as it provides enhanced functionalities and allows a better support for universities, instructors and learners.
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